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Simple, concise, and radical, Being Human outlines the Entheological Paradigm, a Grand Unified

Theory of reality that accounts for not only all of the physical world, but personal consciousness, life,

and God as well. This guide explains the nature of God as a Fractal Energy Being and how this One

Being works to create all of physical reality and is also embodied in all living beings through the

process of evolution. To be Human is to be God in a body. This guide not only explains how this is

accomplished through energetic evolution, but also explains how individuals can use entheogenic

medicines to learn how to own their personal energy and take responsibility for themselves as

unique manifestations and embodiments of God. Free of fluff, mystification, metaphysics, and all

religious dogma and illusion, Being Human is the simple, easy-to-follow guide to a fulfilling life in

reality that humanity has been waiting for. This is the book that can change the world, and it all

begins with YOU! Welcome, at long last, to Reality!
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Since undergoing my own spiritual emergency after a bout with breast cancer in 2007, the seeker in

me has been on hyper-drive. While I have spent a great deal of my life reading philosophy and

psychology books, my recent love affair with authors and books that bridge the worlds of spirituality

and science has been insatiable to say the least. Of all the books I have read to date, however,

Martin Ball's book, Being Human, offers a completely original and I would venture to say holistic and

practical guide to understanding our relationship to what many refer to as God, but what Martin so

succinctly refers to as the divine imagination - an energy that is in all beings but that has manifested



in human beings in a particularly unique and sophisticated way.Originally recommended to me by

another favorite author of mine, John Jay Harper (author of Tranceformers: Shamans of the 21st

Century), it took me almost a year to pick up Martin's book. Once I began reading it and

understanding his message, however, many of my old beliefs around spirituality, parapsychology,

metaphysics and religion began to fall away. His simple yet profoundly encompassing view of what

it means to be human and simultaneously embody the divine provides great comfort and reminds us

that although we are a fractal representation of the divine, as human beings we are always subject

to the laws of the physical world and must maintain patience as we embrace slow and incremental

change in the future of our race through the process of evolution. Martin's main message in Being

Human is to remind each of us to stay grounded in `reality' as much as possible and he

recommends some interesting and less than traditional tools to achieve this (at least not traditional

to those of us who subscribe to western medicine and psychology).

BEING HUMANThis review is from Paul Chek's blog: [...].Being Human, by Martin W. Ball, PH.D is

an excellent little book that explores the use of ethnogens and God-states. As a licensed Medicine

Man - Spirit Guide practicing Native healing, I've spent a significant amount of time and energy

investigating the use of ethnogens as a means of psycho-physical healing. History is rife with

explanations and experiences of their effective use, yet the drug companies have essentially stolen

the healing powers of plants and programmed people to believe that drugs given by doctors are

safe and effective, and that you are putting yourself in grave danger if you use any drug that isn't

considered "legal" or isn't physician prescribed. Look at the news tonight to see if that idea is

working...look all around you!While I recommend this book by Martin Ball, there are some points of

contention I'll share briefly here:1. On p.13, Ball states:... "Religions teach us that we have souls or

spirits that give us life. This is fundamentally incorrect. Your life is God. You do not have a spirit or a

soul in any way whatsoever. You are God in a body. Any idea of a soul or spirit is superfluous,

unnecessary and ultimately incorrect. Each living being is God embodied directly from source.This

statement is self-contradictory. The last sentence here, ". Each living being is God embodied

directly from source." Suggests that each living being is embodied directly from source. The key

word here is "source". Used correctly, "GOD" means "ALL". The truth, as I experience it, is that God

is Sum and Source. If God is God, there can be none other, for God is the source of substance;

substance being that which exists as measurable or "knowable AS something".

As is said, "nothing new under the sun" I found Dr. Ball's view of reality to be far reaching based on



his interpretation as he so forcibly dismisses the view of subtle reality, as being void of a spirit realm

or soul plane in created existence. For one, spirit is synonymous to conscious energy, how that

could be missed by Dr. Ball is laughable. I also had a problem with his assumption towards other

ppl's experiences of ufo and alien phenomena, in most recorded cases of either, no ppl ever

mention tripping on DMT or any other mind altering drug for their experiences even when they

passed a polygraph test. Dr. Ball would have one to believe or at least accept his arrogant view that

humans are the highest degree of God intelligence in the universe because of his experience with

DMT tripping. Sure, ppl can lie about their experiences but then again Dr. Ball cannot verify who's

lying or speaking the truth as he wouldn't know most of the ppl personally that he may feel is just

caught up in delusional fantasy. But, the same can be said about his interpretation of absolute

reality as he admits to using DMT to induce his aha moment. So what!, if DMT is produced by the

body, so is serotonin, but receiving injections of it doesn't make anyone a messiah in the real world.

It's not late breaking news that all things are related to what is called God, this particular view has

always been expressed by ancient spiritualist as well as those of today. I actually liked the

beginning part of Dr. Ball's book about showing the connection between Creator and creation, but

he dropped the ball ( p. i. ) when he gave the weak claim of physical reality as we know it as being

the only individuated reality with no subtler hierarchy. Physicist now know that this is not so, why Dr.
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